[Exploration of renal arteries by angio-MRI].
Major clinical challenges are involved in applications of MR-angiography for the study of renal arteries, mostly for the diagnosis of renovascular hypertension. This technique now competes with color Doppler flow sonography and spiral CT. MR angiography of the renal arteries can be performed with 2D or 3D, flight-time or phase contrast sequences. Main and co-dominant arteries are usual by visualized on all sequences, but small accessory arteries are often missed. The diagnosis of stenosis is based on the presence of an area of signal extinction. The degree of extinction depends on the degree of turbulence, the type of technique, the length of TE and spatial resolution parameters, which is why scoring of stenoses is difficult and frequently overestimated. The diagnostic performance for stenosis is between 50 and 100% for sensitivity and between 80 and 97% for specificity. Detection of distal stenoses is poor because of respiratory artifacts. Multiphase acquisitions make it possible to measure the renal blood flow on each renal artery, adding hemodynamic criteria to this diagnosis.